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Abstract

Recent advancements in video modeling extensively rely
on optical flow to represent the relationships across frames,
but this approach often lacks efficiency and fails to model
the probability of the intrinsic motion of objects. In ad-
dition, conventional encoder-decoder frameworks in video
processing focus on modeling the correlation in the encoder,
leading to limited generative capabilities and redundant in-
termediate representations. To address these challenges,
this paper proposes a novel Implicit Motion Function (IMF)
method. Our approach utilizes a low-dimensional latent
token as the implicit representation, along with the use of
cross-attention, to implicitly model the correlation between
frames. This enables the implicit modeling of temporal cor-
relations and understanding of object motions. Our method
not only improves sparsity and efficiency in representation
but also explores the generative capabilities of the decoder
by integrating correlation modeling within it. The IMF
framework facilitates video editing and other generative
tasks by allowing the direct manipulation of latent tokens.
We validate the effectiveness of IMF through extensive ex-
periments on multiple video tasks, demonstrating superior
performance in terms of reconstructed video quality, com-
pression efficiency and generation ability.

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an upsurge in the field of video
modeling [44], processing [45, 62], compression [31, 38],
prediction [19, 20], and generation [11, 64, 66]. A fun-
damental element in these diverse tasks is the use of opti-
cal flow, which encapsulates the relationship between con-
secutive frames. Existing approaches often employ read-
ily available optical flow estimation models, such as RAFT
[61], to facilitate this process. However, the definition
of optical flow has inherent limitations. It lacks sparsity,
capturing only the positional change of pixels, and fails
to model the probabilistic aspects of object movements,
thereby not comprehending the intrinsic motion and seman-
tics of objects. Furthermore, the non-editability of explicit
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Figure 1. IMF represents the motion in latent space and model
the correlation implicitly. In the diagram, the blue shapes repre-
sent tokens from the reference frame, while the pink shapes rep-
resent tokens from the current frame. Tokens that are unmatched
in the reference frame, indicating new content, are depicted with
pink polygons. Successfully matched tokens, such as changes of
the head pose or the magnification of flower, are indicated with
green arrows. Compared to explicit methods PECHead [11] and
TPSMM [81], our IMF faithfully reconstructs the current frame.

optical flow presents significant challenges in video gener-
ation tasks. This stems from its rigid structure, which lim-
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its the ability to manipulate or alter motion trajectories di-
rectly within the flow field. Consequently, this necessitates
the integration of sophisticated neural networks for down-
stream generation tasks. These identified limitations under-
score the need for an innovative approach in video model-
ing. It is in this context that we propose the Implicit Motion
Function (IMF) method, a novel paradigm designed to ad-
dress the aforementioned shortcomings by offering a more
nuanced and editable representation of motion within video
sequences.

Our design of the IMF is based on the observation that,
contrasting with the aforementioned limitations brought by
the explicit optical flow, modeling the frame relations in
the latent space offers a more nuanced and adaptable ap-
proach. Specifically, by operating in this latent space, it
becomes feasible to effectively distinguish different objects
and new content between two frames. Such capability is
derived from the inherent property of the latent space by
encoding a richer and more abstract representation of mo-
tion and object characteristics. This encoding allows for
a more generalized understanding of object dynamics and
interactions, thereby enabling the IMF to adapt to and ac-
curately represent a broader range of object movements and
behaviors, including the newly appeared objects. It is worth
noting that we generalize the concept of motion to include
the entry and exit of objects from the frame as a form of mo-
tion, rather than solely encompassing pixel displacement.

The design of our pipeline, adopting an encoder-decoder
style, can be highlighted in several aspects: (1) We employ a
dense feature encoder and a latent token encoder to model
dense features and latent tokens independently. This ap-
proach allows us to represent motion between two frames
as a pair of low-dimensional tokens, significantly increas-
ing the sparsity of the representation. (2) We design a la-
tent token decoder to decode the tokens and a implicit mo-
tion alignment to model the correlation between two frames
aligning the features from the reference frame to the cur-
rent frame. They enable the model to understand the re-
lationship between features across frames, thereby grasp-
ing the motion patterns of objects and increasing the spar-
sity of the motion representation. (3) By directly editing
the latent token, we can facilitate editing and other gen-
erative tasks. In particular, the encoder independently ex-
tracts latent tokens from the current frame and the refer-
ence frame, so the frame-to-frame relationship is entirely
modeled by the decoder. As shown in Fig. 1, we provide
a schematic illustration of the correlation modeling process
within the IMF latent space. Compared to explicit methods,
our IMF allows for a faithful motion modeling of non-facial
content (e.g., flowers) and even new content (e.g., appear-
ing hand and blooming flower), demonstrating the semantic
completeness is ensured by the proposed implicit modeling,
for both talking head and general videos.

In implementing the IMF, two primary challenges
emerge. The first concerns defining and extracting sparse
tokens. Conventional approaches [11, 41, 57, 66, 81] rely
on sparse keypoints transformed into dense optical flow, but
this method proves suboptimal, particularly for data lacking
strong priors. Our approach circumvents this limitation by
allowing the encoder to extract latent tokens without tying
them to physical coordinates, preserving semantic integrity
while maintaining sparsity. The second challenge involves
modeling correlations with latent tokens. Drawing paral-
lels to language model advancements [43, 48], we lever-
age cross-attention [65] mechanism, a sophisticated weight-
based matrix operation that exceeds the capabilities of opti-
cal flow-based grid sampling [41]. By utilizing a latent to-
ken decoder to generate motion feature maps from compact
latent tokens and processing these features through cross-
attention, we model frame relationships and align reference
appearance features to the current frame. This approach en-
ables refined motion feature generation and feature align-
ment, bolstering both the reconstructive and generative abil-
ities of the decoder and offering significant potential when
integrated with foundation models for video applications.

We conducted comprehensive experiments to validate
the superiority of our IMF model in video reconstruction,
video compression, and talking head editing. In video
reconstruction, IMF outperformed existing benchmarks in
both talking head and general datasets, demonstrating its
ability to accurately reconstruct non-facial objects and new
content. For video compression, IMF achieved a superior
rate-distortion trade-off compared to current methods, in-
cluding neural video codecs, highlighting the compactness
of our latent tokens. In talking head editing, IMF surpassed
state-of-the-art (SOTA) explicit editing methods, confirm-
ing the editability and robust generative capabilities of our
latent tokens.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose the Implicit Motion Function (IMF), a novel

framework for video modeling and video generation. The
IMF is capable of faithfully reconstructing various videos
at extremely low bit rates, while also enabling high-
quality video generation.

• We incorporate the latent token decoder and the implicit
motion alignment as the implicit motion function for cor-
relation modeling. By integrating this step at the decoder,
the generative capability of the decoder is unleashed.

• By manipulating the latent tokens, the proposed method
can achieve high-quality editing results for talking head
images, which also demonstrates the powerful expressive
capability of our latent tokens.

• Extensive qualitative and quantitative results across sev-
eral talking head and general datasets demonstrate the su-
periority of the our framework for video modeling and
video generation.
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2. Related Works

2.1. Image Animation and Video Generation

Image animation, which involves transferring motion be-
tween images, has traditionally relied on methods utiliz-
ing face meshes [13, 49], human keypoints [78], or ac-
tion units [22, 47]. Recent trends, however, are leaning
towards self-supervised techniques that require only video
input. Notable pioneering works such as FOMM [57],
and MRAA [58] introduced motion representation through
sparse keypoints or regions employing local affine transfor-
mations. TPSMM [81] employs thin-plate spline transfor-
mation for motion estimation. LIA [67] uses latent vector
decomposition but relies on optical flow for warping, and its
limited editability leads to artifacts and facial interference.
Furthermore, Mallya et al. [41] proposed a warping method
based on cross-attention mechanisms [65]. However, its re-
liance on explicit keypoints as an intermediate representa-
tion imposes limitations on performance, as its effectiveness
in modeling non-facial data remains relatively limited.

In contrast to methods targeting general data, the field
of talking head video generation, which focuses on creat-
ing realistic videos of talking faces, has advanced signifi-
cantly due to research in various areas. Unlike the image
animation methods that do not need detailed facial models,
talking head generation uses detailed information about the
head to improve video quality. Progress in this field has
been driven by large datasets of face images [8, 72, 73, 82],
3D models of faces [2, 10], face landmark detectors [6, 39],
facial landmark detection [6, 39], neural radiance fields
(NeRF) [14, 18, 28, 32, 42, 53, 75], and diffusion mod-
els [4, 15, 46, 51, 52, 59, 70, 79]. There are several ap-
proaches to generate talking head videos. (1). 3D Face
Model-Based Methods [40, 63]: These methods use 3D
models to track and recreate facial expressions. For exam-
ple, Face2Face [63] tracks expressions from a source video
and applies them to another face. (2). Direct Synthesis-
Based Models [7, 76, 77]: These models create faces by
transforming encoded representations of appearance and
motion into images. They often use latent motion expres-
sions but may also rely on explicit techniques like optical
flow. (3). 3D Mesh-Based Methods [12, 26]: These meth-
ods use detailed 3D models to create lifelike head avatars
from videos. (4). NeRF-Based Methods [14, 18, 18, 32,
53]: These utilize NeRF to represent head geometry and
appearance in a novel 3D format. While effective, they can
be complex and less versatile across different identities. (5).
Warping-Based Methods [17, 50, 66, 69, 73]: These meth-
ods estimate motion fields to warp feature maps and gen-
erate images, often using learned keypoints. (6). Diffusion
Model-Based Methods [9, 54, 60]: These methods create
realistic videos from a single image and an audio sequence,
enhancing lip-sync, video fidelity, and the naturalness of
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Figure 2. The overview of our method, which is encoder-decoder
style. The reference latent token tr is obtained with the Latent
Token Encoder. The f l

r and tr are shared across the whole video.

head movements and poses. However, they involve complex
training and inference pipelines, which can be a challenge
in terms of computational resources and efficiency. Despite
the successes of these methods, there are still opportuni-
ties for improvement, especially in handling non-facial data
and enhancing editability for talking head videos. This pa-
per aims to explore new approaches in video modeling that
maintain high quality and efficiency while being adaptable
to different models.

2.2. Neural Video Codec

Many neural video codecs [3, 34, 36, 38, 74] adopt the
widely-used residual coding-based framework, where the
predicted frame is firstly generated via motion estima-
tion and motion compensation, and then the residual is
coded. They aim to improve the prediction accuracy as
much as possible, via scale-space flow [3], block-level
prediction[36], and so on. Instead of generating pixel-
domain predicted frame, the emerging conditional coding-
based codecs [27, 29–31, 37, 55] extract feature-domain
temporal context to help encoding, decoding, and the en-
tropy model. However, most of them still rely on optical
flow to generate the prediction or temporal context. Coding
the optical flow requires non-trivial bitrate cost, even with
the help of the learned entropy model [29–31]. By contrast,
our IMF learns sparse latent token, which is naturally com-
pact and efficient.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Overview

An overview of our framework is shown in Fig. 2, which
follows the encoder-decoder style. The encoder contains
the dense feature encoder EF and the latent token encoder
ET . The decoder is composed of several implicit motion
function (IMF ) blocks and the frame decoder DF . Given
input video {xc}c∈Ω and a reference frame xr, the appear-
ance of the reference frame can be encoded into fr by EF ,
and the correlation between xc an xr can be represented by
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Figure 3. The illustration of our framework: a) the encoder contains the dense feature encoder EF and the latent token encoder ET ; b)
the decoder contains the implicit motion function IMF and the feature decoder DF . IMF includes the latent token decoder IMFD and the
implicit motion alignment IMFA. The motion features ml

r and ml
c are produced by IMFD from tr and tc, independently.

the tokens pair (tc, tr) extracted respectively by ET from
xc and xr. The decoder DF aims to faithfully reconstruct
the x̂c with (tc, tr, fr). The pipeline can be formulated as:

x̂c = DF (IMF (tc, tr, fr)) with
tc = ET (xc), tr = ET (xr), fr = EF (xr).

(1)

Note that the reference frame xr is not necessarily se-
lected from the input sequence {xc}. Taking the talking
head generation as an example, our pipeline can support the
reference having a different ID with the input. Furthermore,
different from the former works such as optical flow, the
correlation modeling by (tc, tr) does not require the refer-
ence input and the current input has the same dimension,
not even the same modality.

In our framework, to learn sparse yet essential informa-
tion, we will constrain the information flow in tc and tr.
The optimization target can be formulated as:

min L
(
x̂c, xc

)
s.t. |t| < ϵ, t ∈ {tc, tr},

(2)

whereL is the function that measures the similarity between
x̂c and xc. |t| is the size of the latent tokens, and ϵ is the size
limitation. To achieve this objective, we specially design
the IMF at decoder to obtain high-fidelity x̂c. A detailed
illustration of our full pipeline is shown in Fig. 3. The
remaining part of this section will be organized as follows:
In Sec. 3.2, we briefly introduce the encoder details of EF

andET . In Sec. 3.3, we describe the proposed IMF. Sec. 3.4
demonstrates the editability of the latent tokens on talking

head generation. In Sec. 3.5, we delve into the design and
underlying rationale of our proposed framework.

3.2. Dense Feature & Latent Token Encoder

Dense Feature Encoder. Given a reference frame xr ∈
RH×W×3, the dense feature encoder EF extracts multi-
scale feature f lr ∈ Rhl×wl×dl , l ∈ {1, L}, where l is the
layer index and L is number of layers. hl, wl is spatial size
of the feature. dl is the depth dimension of the feature. The
EF is only performed on the reference frame, which means
the features f lr are shared across the whole video if the ref-
erence frame is constant.

Latent Token Encoder. The latent token encoder ET en-
codes the reference frame and the current frame to tr and
tc, independently. It maps the space RH×W×3 ⇒ Rd. Sim-
ilar to fr, when the reference frame is constant, tr is also
shared across the entire video. When d = K × 2, where
K is the number of keypoints, our tokens can be viewed as
the explicit coordinates representations from FOMM [57].
However, due to the limited information expressed by coor-
dinates, the expressive capability of this kind of represen-
tation is limited, especially in terms of semantic integrity,
i.e. the completeness to faithfully reconstruct the original
frame. By contrast, we choose d = 1 × dm, a latent vector
to ensure both completeness and compactness. We further
discuss in Sec. 3.5 the choice between explicit and implicit
representations of tc and reveal the pros and cons of each in
the ablation experiments.
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3.3. Implicit Motion Function

With the latent token tr and the appearance feature fr ex-
tracted from the reference frame, the target of IMF is to ob-
tain the appearance feature fc of the current frame from its
latent token tc. Specifically, the IMF is mainly composed
of two parts. First, we design a latent token decoder IMFD

module to transform the highly compact latent tokens into
spatially aligned motion features that correspond with the
frame. Subsequently, we utilize implicit motion alignment
IMFA module to align and refine the appearance feature of
the reference frame to the current frame.
Latent Token Decoder. The IMFD decodes the compact
tokens tr, tc to multiple motion features ml

r ∈ Rhl×wl×dl

and ml
c ∈ Rhl×wl×dl where l is the layer index. The “style

modulation” utilizes Weight Modulation and Demodula-
tion technique of StyleGAN2 [25], scales the convolution
weights with the latent token, and normalizes them to unit
standard deviation. Owing to the varying granularities, our
latent tokens effectively compress multi-scale information,
serving as a comprehensive representation. Furthermore,
the fully implicit nature of our representation allows for
flexible adjustment of the latent token dimension to accom-
modate different scenarios. Different from keypoint-based
explicit representation [41, 57, 66], where the motion fea-
tures are Gaussian heatmaps converted from the keypoints,
our design enjoys better scalability and capability due to the
latent token being directly learned by the encoder instead of
coordinates with a limited value range.
Implicit Motion Alignment. As shown in Fig.3, with the
motion features ml

r and ml
c, the IMFA will align the ref-

erence appearance features f lr to the current frame. The
IMFA contains two parts including the cross-attention [65]
and transformer. The cross-attention module is imple-
mented with scaled dot-product cross-attention. This atten-
tion module takes motion features ml

c,m
l
r, and appearance

features f lr as Q,K, and V , respectively. The features are
first flattened, then the positional embeddings Pq , Pk are
added to the queries and keys, We compute the dot prod-
ucts of the queries with keys, divide each by

√
dk, and ap-

ply a softmax function to obtain the weights on the val-
ues. Then the output-aligned values are computed through
matrix multiplication. With the aligned values V ′, we fur-
ther refine them using multi-head self-attention and feed-
forward network-based Transformer blocks [65], and finally
obtain the appearance features f lc of the current frame.

3.4. Token Manipulation

In contrast to the explicit optical flow method, the implicit
representation offers a distinct advantage in terms of ed-
itability. As the latent token is not task-specific, for a new
controllable generation task, the decoder can be fixed and
just train a small adapter with a small cost. Taking talk-
ing head generation as an example, in the training of the

latent space, the full network is only trained to reconstruct
the current frame. After the latent space is trained, we can
edit learned tokens through another independent token ma-
nipulation network. Formally, with an editing module ψ,
source frame xs, and control condition h, we can rewrite
Eq. 1 to obtain the edited feature map f̃s as:

f̃s = IMF
(
ψ(ts|h), ts, fs

)
. (3)

Passing f̃s to the frame decoder trained before, we can get
the edited frame x̃s. In our experiments, we implement ψ
with two MLP encoders to encode the source token and con-
trol condition (e.g., the 3DMM face coefficients), and one
MLP decoder to output the edited token.

3.5. Discussion

Explicit or Implicit. Based on the foundational works
MonkeyNet [56], FOMM [57], and MRAA [58], intro-
duced by Siarohin et al., several works employ explicit key-
points [17, 66], landmarks [11, 81], regions [58] or vec-
tors [67] as intermediate representations for direct opti-
cal flow estimation. Given the pivotal role of optical flow
in elucidating relationships between video frames, this ex-
plicit approach has become the predominant methodology
in video modeling. However, explicit representations are
inherently constrained. Optical flow, being a dense rep-
resentation, poses optimization challenges due to the per-
pixel operations in grid sampling. While keypoints offer
sparsity, they compromise on detailed motion information.
Additionally, keypoints are effective for quasi-rigid struc-
tures like human heads but falter in general video tasks due
to the diverse shapes and motion patterns, which are diffi-
cult to encapsulate using explicit methods. Another notable
drawback of keypoints is their limited scalability, where in-
creased point usage for finer motion details often leads to
redundancy and artifact-prone outputs.
Encoder-centric (EC) or Decoder-centric (DC). Here, we
discuss the placement of correlation modeling, whether it
is within the encoder or the decoder. Most existing video
compression and video modeling methods belong to EC,
which requires a complex design for encoder. For example,
the functioning of a video codec encoder is contingent on
the decoder output to obtain the prediction or context. Such
intertwined framework necessitates meticulous tuning. For
instance, the previous SOTA codec DCVC-DC [31, 55] in-
corporates upwards of ten distinct complicate strategies dur-
ing training phases. In contrast, recent advancements in
Large Language Models (LLMs) [48] usually utilize a DC
architecture to support diverse tasks. This paradigm shift
prompts reconsideration of similar frameworks for video
codec. Actually, Wyner-Ziv coding [71] has given the theo-
retical support that the rate of DC framework can be identi-
cal with that of the EC framework. Our IMF design aligns
with successful DC-based LLMs, achieving significant en-
hancements in video modeling.
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Reference Current FOMM [57] MRAA [58] Face-Vid2Vid [66] LIA [67] IW [41] PECHead [11] IMF

Figure 4. Comparison of talking head video reconstruction results obtained by the proposed method and previous SOTA approaches. The
main differences between reference frames and current frames are highlighted in circles.

Table 1. Quantitative results of video reconstruction on talking
head datasets.

Methods CelebV-HQ [82] VFHQ [72]
L1 SSIM PSNR FID LPIPS L1 SSIM PSNR FID LPIPS

MRAA [58] 0.0568 0.777 22.33 64.23 0.1539 0.0454 0.812 22.60 40.17 0.1117
F-Vid2Vid [66] 0.0589 0.746 21.56 67.40 0.1889 0.0491 0.804 21.79 41.95 0.1054
LIA [67] 0.0654 0.754 20.75 65.15 0.1541 0.0537 0.815 21.47 42.27 0.1099
IW [41] 0.0539 0.801 22.67 57.65 0.1287 0.0426 0.862 23.46 34.05 0.0823
PECHead [11] 0.0552 0.803 24.29 56.68 0.1372 0.0435 0.859 23.03 31.20 0.0847
IMF 0.0417 0.849 25.28 53.22 0.1057 0.0283 0.918 26.86 23.35 0.0540

4. Experiments
Datasets. For talking head datasets, CelebVHQ [82] and
VFHQ [72] are used. In addition, to verify the universality
of our model, we also test three general datasets: Flower,
Wavecloth and Foliage1. For visual results of the non-face
datasets, we obtain in-the-wild video from the Internet to
verify the generalization ability.
Implementation details. We use 256 × 256 as the frame
spatial size. The latent token dimension is dm = 32 for all
experiments except for ablation studies. During the train-
ing, the perceptual Loss [23] and GAN loss [21, 33] are
also used. More training details and network structure of
each module are in supplementary materials.
Baselines. We compare four representative works:
FOMM [57], MRAA [58], Face-Vid2Vid [66], and PEC-
Head [11] on talking head data. Besides FOMM [57] and
MRAA [58], we compare TPSMM [81], LIA [67] and
IW [41] on general data. These methods were primarily
proposed for face data, but can also be applied for general
data because the models do not explicitly rely on prior
knowledge of face.
Metrics. We use L1, SSIM [68] and PSNR to evaluate the

1For more information about these datasets, please contact us.

Table 2. Quantitative results of video reconstruction on general
datasets.

Methods Flower Wavecloth Foliage
L1 SSIM LPIPS L1 SSIM LPIPS L1 SSIM LPIPS

FOMM [57] 0.0837 0.620 0.2559 0.0749 0.684 0.2009 0.0801 0.6881 0.1761
MRAA [58] 0.0792 0.632 0.2460 0.0665 0.710 0.1798 0.0757 0.7180 0.1925
TPSMM [81] 0.0642 0.704 0.2097 0.0625 0.716 0.1537 0.0626 0.7771 0.1545
LIA [67] 0.0848 0.589 0.2453 0.0733 0.682 0.1868 0.0826 0.6619 0.1679
IW [41] 0.0639 0.736 0.1983 0.0566 0.790 0.1380 0.0697 0.7427 0.1479
IMF 0.0544 0.761 0.1746 0.0473 0.804 0.1265 0.0548 0.8235 0.1209

low-level similarity. FID [16] and LPIPS [80] are used to
assess the perceptual quality. For video compression, BPP
(bits per pixel) is used to measure the bit-stream size.

4.1. Video Reconstruction

Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 show the quantitative comparisons with
previous SOTA models. Qualitative comparisons are pre-
sented in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. More results and videos
are in supplemental material. These results show that our
method significantly outperforms previous SOTA methods.
For talking head data, although previous methods can ap-
proximately reconstruct the correct facial area, only our
model accurately reconstructs the non-facial areas, such
as hair and microphones. Our model also performs best
for local motion changes, like blinking. For general data,
our method is able to precisely reconstruct various con-
tents with complex motion, such as blooming. However,
the methods based on explicit representation and align-
ment [56, 57, 81] perform poorly in cases of drastic con-
tent changes and also have inferior modeling capabilities for
subtle motions, such as minor positional changes in leaves
and flowers. Implicit warping-based method IW [41] is bet-
ter than previous methods, but the keypoints are still used. It
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Reference Current FOMM [57] MRAA [58] TPSMM [81] LIA [67] IW [41] IMF

Figure 5. Comparison of general video reconstruction results obtained by the proposed method and previous SOTA approaches. The main
differences between reference frames and current frames are highlighted in circles.
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Figure 6. The rate-distortion curve on video compression.

lacks robustness, leading to the appearance of jitter artifacts
in the videos.

4.2. Video Compression

To verify the efficiency and semantic completeness of our
latent tokens, we also test the video compression task us-
ing VFHQ [72] dataset. The rate-distortion curves are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. Besides the existing methods of talking
head generation, we also compare the best standard codec
H.266/VTM [1, 5] and previous SOTA neural video codec
DCVC-DC [31]. For the results of all methods, we only

Reference Current TPS [81] LIA [67] IW [41] IMF

Figure 7. Comparison with explicit methods on both talking head
and general datasets.

calculate the current BPP (bits per pixel). Our first ap-
proach is directly applying an offline array compressor [35]
to compress the latent tokens, and we test different token
sizes dm∈{16, 32, 64, 128}, denoted as IMF-dm. To verify
the compactness of the latent token, we also follow neu-
ral codec and implement an online learned entropy model
[29, 31], where the token of the previous frame is used to
predict the distribution of that of the current frame and then
the arithmetic coding is applied. It is denoted as IMF-dm-
online. From these results, we can see that our method is
significantly better than all previous methods in terms of
rate-distortion trade-off. Furthermore, the comparison with
the online entropy model also reveal that our latent tokens
are naturally compact, because the online entropy model
only bring a very small bitrate reduction but with non-trivial
quality degradation.
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Table 3. Quantitative results for ablation studies. IR is implicit
motion representation and IA is implicit motion alignment.

Settings Flower VFHQ [72]
IR IA L1 SSIM PSNR LPIPS L1 SSIM FID LPIPS

0.0642 0.704 22.23 0.2097 0.0435 0.859 31.20 0.0847
✓ 0.0604 0.693 21.58 0.1921 0.0396 0.877 29.84 0.0612

✓ 0.0578 0.758 22.46 0.1762 0.0366 0.885 30.08 0.0713
✓ ✓ 0.0544 0.761 23.33 0.1746 0.0283 0.918 23.35 0.0540

4.3. Comparison with Explicit Methods

As shown in Fig. 7, we compare previous SOTA explicit
methods on both talking head and general datasets. The op-
tical flow-based TPS [81] cannot handle the correlation of
facial and non-facial content, or new content, as the micro-
phone and flower are not correctly modeled. The latent mo-
tion decomposition-based LIA [67] containing explicit flow
in the model, fails when the corresponding regions are small
or the motion is complex. The keypoints-based IW [41]
cannot handle the local motion and can also cause jittering
in the videos.

4.4. Token Editing

In our framework, token manipulation facilitates the edit-
ing of facial features, enabling precise control over aspects
such as head pose and facial expression. To demonstrate the
generalization capability of our method, we applied token
editing to images from the FFHQ dataset [24]. We bench-
mark our approach against previous SOTA explicit model
for talking head editing, PECHead [11]. Qualitative results,
as depicted in Fig. 8, demonstrate that our method not only
parallels the editing performance of PECHead [11] but also
surpasses it in terms of realism and naturalness, especially
in intricate areas such as the eyes, mouth, and ears.

4.5. Ablation Studies

We compare the implicit motion representation and align-
ment with the explicit motion representation (i.e., key-
points) and alignment (i.e., optical flow-based grid sample).
For explicit motion representation and alignment method on
general dataset Flower, we use the TPSMM [81] as the base-
line model. For the talking head dataset VFHQ [72], we use
the PECHead [11] as the baseline model. For implicit mo-
tion representation and explicit motion alignment, we keep

Reference Current ER + EA IR + EA ER + IA IR + IA

Figure 9. Ablation studies on both talking head and general
datasets. The IR and ER stand for implicit and explicit motion
representation. The IA and EA stand for implicit and explicit mo-
tion alignment. The IR + IA is our full model.

the latent token encoder and decoder, and replace the im-
plicit motion alignment with an optical flow estimator and
flow-based grid sample to align the motion feature. For ex-
plicit motion representation and implicit motion alignment,
we replace the latent token encoder with a keypoints extrac-
tor and the latent motion decoder with explicit keypoints
to Gaussian heatmap [57], while keeping the implicit mo-
tion alignment. The results are shown in the Tab. 3 and
Fig. 9. The results indicate that explicit representation can
only model the face for facial data and is incapable of mod-
eling hands: it either fails to generate results with hands, or
it does not correctly reconstruct the position of the hands.
The results on flower data also demonstrate the shortcom-
ings of explicit representation and alignment: they either
fail to capture complex motions or are unable to accurately
reconstruct the frames.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduces the Implicit Motion Function (IMF),
an innovative approach that advances beyond traditional op-
tical flow in video modeling and generation. The implicit
methodology of IMF not only achieves high-fidelity video
reconstruction, especially in non-facial and new content re-
gions, but also demonstrates a remarkable compression ra-
tio improvement. Its capacity for directly editable latent to-
kens paves the way for superior editing performance. We
believe IMF represents a meaningful step forward in video
modeling, potentially inspiring further research and devel-
opment in video reconstruction and generation.
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